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Presentation Notes
Metadata, what's the point?Well, the general public is starting to wake up to the power of metadata capture, storage and analysisOurs may not be so exotic or personal, but it's definitely important



Metadata 

• Discovery, Access and Retrieval 

• Where and when it was observed 

• Traceability & Reproducibility 

• Inputs, software used in product generation 
• Sampling features 

• Machine to machine transactions 

• Enable automated access and assimilation  

• Managing access/usage rights 
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We are continually making more and more observations, particularly in the satellite realmOur supercomputers are improving to enable a huge number of diverse and ever more complex model runsMany of you are combining multiple data streams to make new products.As a community,We need some simple metadata to enable us to catalogue it (DAR)We'd prefer some information to tell us how good the data stream is (is it good enough for our purpose)We also need to see how the data was generated or what treatments were applied.In altimetry, you need to know which geoid or corrections have been applied or, for SST which NWP winds and diurnal warming model have been appliedInformation about how a product was sampled can be important – in ocean colour, was it chlorophyll from HPLC, satellite, photometric, model…? what about the size of the filter papers…?That may sound like a dumb example, but one chlorophyll looks just like another to a machineWe also have to think about the way we manage access and usage… that brings up licensing, which is another discussion



Metadata Standards 

• To extract most value providers need to adhere to standards 

• Climate and Forecast (CF) 
• Unidata Attribute Convention for Data Discovery (ACDD) 
• ISO 19115 Geographic Metadata 
• ISO 19156 Geographic Information: Observations & Measurements 

• Which one should I provide? 

• Does it cover all my needs? 
• Does it cover all my communities' needs? 
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I want our community to be able to take advantage of such metadata… to do so we need some standardsIdeally everyone would capture and store the "right" metadatabut what is that?There are a stack of standards competing for your metadataMetadata and data formats are intertwinedfor things like text or xml files, the metadata can be packaged up with itfor netcdf/hdf4/hdf5, the metadata may be in the data file or separatealternatively, it could be published via JSON to a database…many ways to do it… that means we often have to handle different metadata access methods!IMOS has been great in pushing the collection and distribution of metadata within the communityThe majority of data is now migrating to netCDF and HDF5 – self describing formats; it depends by data type, application or communityI;ve listed a couple of standards that we use…



Metadata Profiles 

• It’s not just standards, but profiles (implementations) 

• Anyone can create a profile… 

• …but, it's better to use an existing profile 

• Profiles 

• Marine Community Profile (MCP) 
• GHRSST 
• INSPIRE 
• WMO WIGOS 

• Crosswalks between standards  
(and profiles?) 

http://emii3-vm4.its.utas.edu.au/redmine/projects/mcp/wiki/Marine_Community_Profile 
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but it's not just standards, we need to think about metadata profiles (or implementations)A profile is where you identify which parts of a standard are required/mandatory/conditional for your You can mix and match standards to get your desired result (ie store the metadata your community needs)If you can, use the one that your community has developedIf you're lucky, someone will have already created a crosswalk or mapping between standardsyou put your data in as INSPIRE and the computer can translate that to one of the ISO standards (or GHRSST or MCP or…)



Crosswalk: CF to ISO 19115 

 

http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/thredds/current/tds/ 
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Ideally everyone would capture and store the "right" metadatabut what is that?it depends by data type, application or communityMetadata and data formats are intertwinedfor things like text or xml files, the metadata can be packaged up with itfor netcdf/hdf4/hdf5, the metadata may be in the data file or separatealternatively, it could be published via JSON to a database…many ways to do it… that means we often have to handle different metadata access methods!There are a stack of standards competing for your metadataThe majority of data is now migrating to netCDF and HDF5 – self describing formats; some duplication, but you always have the metadata record availabkleTable driven formats find it hard to store metadata… the tables are static or infrequently updated to handle metadata attributesI;ve listed a couple of standards that we use… but it's not just standards, but implementations



Verification Tools: THREDDS 

 

http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/thredds/current/tds/ 
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But before we can get it into that sort of catalog, we need to ensure that the metadata we provide is accurate and conforms to the desired standard/profile.there are a few tools that can help.Ideally everyone would capture and store the "right" metadatabut what is that?it depends by data type, application or communityMetadata and data formats are intertwinedfor things like text or xml files, the metadata can be packaged up with itfor netcdf/hdf4/hdf5, the metadata may be in the data file or separatealternatively, it could be published via JSON to a database…many ways to do it… that means we often have to handle different metadata access methods!There are a stack of standards competing for your metadataThe majority of data is now migrating to netCDF and HDF5 – self describing formats; some duplication, but you always have the metadata record availabkleTable driven formats find it hard to store metadata… the tables are static or infrequently updated to handle metadata attributesI;ve listed a couple of standards that we use… but it's not just standards, but implementations



Verification Tools: PODAAC 

curl -F CF=on \ 
-F file-upload=@20151106100000-P1S-ABOM_BRF_B02-PRJ_GEOS141_2000-HIMAWARI8-AHI.nc \ 
-F response=json http://podaac-uat.jpl.nasa.gov/mcc/check 

http://podaac-uat.jpl.nasa.gov/mcc/ 
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Ideally everyone would capture and store the "right" metadatabut what is that?it depends by data type, application or communityMetadata and data formats are intertwinedfor things like text or xml files, the metadata can be packaged up with itfor netcdf/hdf4/hdf5, the metadata may be in the data file or separatealternatively, it could be published via JSON to a database…many ways to do it… that means we often have to handle different metadata access methods!There are a stack of standards competing for your metadataThe majority of data is now migrating to netCDF and HDF5 – self describing formats; some duplication, but you always have the metadata record availabkleTable driven formats find it hard to store metadata… the tables are static or infrequently updated to handle metadata attributesI;ve listed a couple of standards that we use… but it's not just standards, but implementations



Metadata Catalogues 

• A 

• B 
• C 
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So once our data sets have valid metadata that conforms to our profile, or can be crosswalked into a standard, we can build catalogues for you to search and discover the information you needHere's a snapshot of the AODN which holds the catalog for much of the nations oceanographic informationThere are similar catalogues around the world.These catalogues help in the creation of data access and retrieval sites like the IMOS portalAnd more interactive websitesThis is used within the IMOS portal to enable users to access and extract the information that's relevant to them



Web Services and APIs 
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In conjunction with the metadata catalogs, enable web services and access via API/machine



Increasing Importance 

• Incorporate metadata into your research plan 

• Researchers are subject to ever greater scrutiny 
• Need to be transparent about the data you use 
• Desire reproducibility 

• Funding models may be tied to use/uptake 

• Make it easy for people to find and use 

• Data systems are becoming more interconnected 

• Catalogue of searchable catalogues  
• Making it easier to get what you need 
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Meta data is increasing in importanceIf you think of it up front, you won't have to try and retrofit a solution laterCapture the metdata of the data you use, if it's not there, contact the provider, it's in their best interestIf you're a producer, it's in your best interest to have metadata availablemake it easy for people to access and use your data – if you invest time and money in generating something, you really want people to use it.At the Bureau, we are both user and producerwe want to share our data and we may want to use yours- for us to do thatwe want people to use our data to improve decision makingWe continue to see an increase in the amount of interactions from machine to machineWith less human intervention, the machines will need all the help they can get  to, I guess, understand what the data actually meansThe next step is to join all these catalogs up to enable global data searches requires us to deal with those licensing issues at the startWhat can you do to help the community?Be proactive, make a plan to incorporate metadata into your workflows – help the people downstream from youLook upstream and ask data providers adhere to a popular standard, or at least something that can be crosswalked into a standard/profile– it's your name on the paper and your reputation on the line, the best way to incorporate metadata into your data products is to have a plan to include itlook at what your community is doing and see if there are some common standards/Some researchers are now providing all the data, metadata and workflows to enable others to reproduce their resultsWhat data was available at a certain time?Important to the Bureau for recreation of timelines in investigationsPeople are using our datasets in ways we didn't think about and, from anecdotes, ways we'd like to discourage.Hans showed that from copernicus you'll get a package that includes the data, but also a manifest (that I expect will carry with it some ISO metdata)



Thanks. Questions or comments 
 
Contact: Leon.Majewski@bom.gov.au  
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Thanks etc.
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